
What liability, if any, does a hotel have for the
actions of guests affected by alcohol? Is a special
duty of care owed to a guest under the influence
of alcohol? Is there a higher standard of care
expected, and if so, how is such a standard met?
Does it make any difference if the hotel served
the alcohol to the guest?

These difficult questions have troubled courts
and legislatures across the
world in recent years, with
different outcomes. The
challenges often expose the
balance to be struck between
(1) the principles of personal
autonomy and individual
responsibility and (2) the wider
deterrent effect of imposing
liability for the actions of others and the ‘loss-
shifting’ principle of transferring liability to an
entity perhaps better placed financially to meet
it, such as insured tour operators and hotels. The
approach of the English courts in recent years
illustrates the issues.

There are two common situations in which claims
typically arise:

• Intoxicated guests sustaining injury to
themselves, often as a result of something
done on hotel premises;

• Intoxicated guests causing injury to others,
including other guests.

Injuries to intoxicated guests

The courts are sometimes faced with a claim
where an intoxicated guest sustains an injury
where no other persons are involved or poten-
tially culpable, and the claim is directed to the
hotel (or tour operator) in a search to find a
solvent opponent to whom some responsibility

may be attached.

Occasionally, the injury itself
may be a natural consequence
alone of alcohol. In Barrett v
Ministry of Defence [1995] 1
WLR 1217 the Court of Appeal
considered a claim by the
widow of a serviceman who

had died after being left alone unconscious
following a heavy drinking bout on a remote
naval base at which cheap drinks were provided.
Senior officers routinely permitted heavy drink-
ing. In a balanced judgment, Beldam LJ
considered first the period until the serviceman
had been left alone. Firmly upholding the princi-
ple of personal autonomy, and reflecting the ‘fair,
just and reasonable’ condition for the imposition
of liability in novel situations, required by Caparo
Industries v Dickman (1990) 2 AC 605, he held:

‘I can see no reason why it should not be
fair, just and reasonable for the law to
leave a responsible adult to assume
responsibility for his own actions in
consuming alcoholic drink. No one is
better placed to judge the amount that
he can safely consume or to exercise
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control in his own interest as well as in
the interest of others. To dilute self-
responsibility and to blame one adult for
another’s lack of self-control is neither
just not reasonable and in the develop-
ment of the law of negligence an
increment too far.’

However, in Barrett, the judgment had to take
into account the fact that an officer had directed
that the serviceman be taken away from
company and be left alone, where he ultimately
choked on his vomit and died. Beldam LJ held
that the officer had assumed a responsibility to
the serviceman from that point, sufficient to
establish a duty of care. The measures taken fell
short of the standard reasonably to be expected,
and in particular medical assistance was not
summoned nor was the
serviceman supervised
adequately. Primary liability
was fixed on the defendant,
subject to two thirds contribu-
tory negligence.

Barrett was considered, in the
context of a package holiday, a
few years later in Brannan v Airtours plc (1999)
The Times, 1 February. For a detailed considera-
tion of the case, see Ward, V. ‘Case Commentary:
Brannan v Airtours plc’ [1999] ITLJ 127. Mr
Brannan was a holidaymaker on a package
holiday in Tunisia organised by the defendant.
Part of the organised activities included an
evening of entertainment, at which free unlim-
ited wine was provided. Guests were seated
tightly at trestle tables beneath revolving ceiling
fans. Access and egress from the seating was
somewhat awkward without all guests moving.
Some guests climbed onto the tables to leave
their seats. At the start of the evening they were
warned by the defendants’ employee not to do
so, because of the risk of injury from the fans,
since such an injury had happened before. The
claimant, who was ‘merry but not drunk’, climbed
onto a table, came into contact with a revolving
fan, and sustained a facial injury.

The Court of Appeal distinguished Barrett on the
basis that Beldam LJ’s emphasis on personal
autonomy for intoxication was in the context
where no other hazards were created by the
Ministry, unlike the juxtaposition of guests,
trestle tables, limited access and egress and the
revolving ceiling fans in Brannan. So, even absent
any special relationship which might have been
thought to influence the outcome in Barrett, the
Court in Brannan concluded that the package
tour operator was primarily liable, subject to 60%
contributory negligence. Auld LJ placed emphasis
on:

‘… [The defendant’s] conduct in exposing
Mr Brannan to a risk which it could easily
have avoided and in a party setting for
which it was responsible. It organised a

crowded, noisy party
evening, in which it was
plainly foreseeable that
party-goers might drink a
bit too much and lose some
of their normal inhibitions
and close attention to their
own safety.’

The decision in Brannan is cast as an application
of the familiar traditional approach to duty,
based on the neighbour principle of foreseeabil-
ity, and the normal considerations of assessing a
breach of the standard of care. In his well-known
dictum in Morris v West Hartlepool Steam
Navigation Co. Ltd (1956) AC 552, Lord Reid held
that:

‘… it is the duty … in considering whether
some precaution should be taken against
a foreseeable risk, to weigh, on the one
hand, the magnitude of the risk, the
likelihood of an accident happening and
the possible seriousness of the conse-
quences if an accident does happen and
on the other hand, the difficulty and
expense and any other disadvantage of
taking the precaution.’
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In Brannan, the court was mindful that a previ-
ous incident had happened when a holidaymaker
had come into contact with a moving fan. That
went to the issue of foreseeability. Turning to the
issue of the practicability of precautions, Ward LJ
added that:

‘This accident would not have happened
if steps had been taken (which the judge
found could have been taken “without
certainly any expense, without a great
deal of organisation, and with very little
thought or planning”) in order to ensure
that the tables were not sited immedi-
ately under the fans.’

Barrett and Brannan both established primary
liability on the part of the defendants, whether or
not there was a special
relationship between the guest
and the host, and whether or
not there was any additional
hazard presented by the defen-
dants’ actions.

Some courts have gone further,
holding defendants responsible
for injuries caused beyond the boundaries of
their property. An extreme first instance decision
is Martens v Thomson Holidays Ltd (2001),
unreported, Mayors and City of London County
Court, February 21, where the claimant, on a
package holiday in Goa, went to collect firewood
for his campsite in the early hours of the
morning, after having consumed in the region of
22 units of alcohol. He entered neighbouring
land, accidentally, and sustained serious injuries
when falling down an unguarded well. The Judge
concluded that the unguarded well was a hazard
which was sufficiently close that the tour opera-
tor was under a duty to guard against the risks
that might be undertaken by an inattentive
guest. That duty might include warnings and
clearer demarcation of boundaries. The tour
operator was primarily liable, subject to 60%
contributory negligence.

Martens seems an extreme case, yet a similar
decision was reached in Isle and Dean v Thomson
Holidays Limited (2000), QBD, unreported, when
the intoxicated claimants sustained injuries when
trying to find somewhere to relieve themselves
late at night, during which they fell down a cliff.
The judge concluded that the cliff was insuffi-
ciently guarded, and held the tour operator
primarily liable, subject to 60% contributory
negligence. (See Grant, D. and Mason, S., ‘Holiday
Law’, 4th edn 2007, Sweet & Maxwell). The result
in Isle and Dean is different to that reached on
similar facts some years earlier in Munro v
Porthberry Park Holiday Estates (1984) 81 LS Gaz
1368, where the court was unwilling to displace
liability for drinking alcohol to the server from
the drinker who, after having been thrown out of
a cliff-top social club, was injured in a fall.

On normal principles, the issue
of whether harm is reasonably
foreseeable is naturally shaped
by proximity in time and space,
and the further from the
defendants’ control the time
and place that the harm is
sustained, the more unlikely it

is that harm will be considered to be reasonably
foreseeable. On that basis, and absent a special
hazard created by the defendants, Martens and
Isle and Dean seem particularly claimant-
friendly.

In recent years, the courts have been keen to re-
affirm the principle of personal autonomy. In
Tomlinson v Congleton Borough Council and
Cheshire County Council [2004] 1 AC 46. 2003 3
All ER 1122, Lord Hoffman stated, succinctly, at
1152:

‘ … if people want to climb mountains, go
hang gliding or swim or dive in ponds or
lakes, that is their affair.’

In Trustees of the Portsmouth Youth Activities
Committee (A Charity) v Poppleton [2008] EWCA
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Civ 646 the Court of Appeal applied Tomlinson
and emphasised that it would be extremely rare
for an occupier of land to be under a duty to
prevent people from taking risks which were
inherent in the activities that they freely chose to
undertake. That is consistent with a string of
decisions emerging from the appellate courts
since Brannan, Martens and Isle and Dean, where
defendants have been exonerated of culpability.
In Evans v Kosmar Villa Holidays plc (2008) 1
WLR 297 the Court of Appeal considered that
there was no need for a defendant tour operator
to warn a holidaymaker of obvious risks, and
indeed, if a warning had been given, then it
would probably have had no causative potency:
the outcome would have been the same for the
claimant, who had dived into the shallow end of
a swimming pool, sustaining serious injuries.

None of the recent cases have
reconsidered some of the
issues of principle applied to
the duty owed to intoxicated
persons. The recent re-empha-
sis on personal autonomy may
well have shifted the balance
such that a reconsideration of
the approaches in Barrett and Brannan would
lead to less claimant-friendly decisions. 

Injuries Caused by Intoxicated
Guests

In Williams v First Choice Holidays and Flights
Limited [2001] CLY 4282, (See, Saggerson,
‘Package Holiday Law: Cases and Materials’, XPL,
2008), an injury was sustained by the claimant on
a package holiday promoted as a ‘wild, exciting,
youth-orientated holiday’. One of the organised
activities was a ‘Greek Night’, at which holiday-
makers were encouraged to undertake
plate-smashing in a supervised area, with special
plaster plates provided. Free wine was provided,
along with free soft drinks. The claimant
sustained a serious injury to her foot when

another guest smashed a china plate on the floor,
contrary to instructions given by the defendants’
staff. Dismissing the claim, Judge Hughes distin-
guished Brannan, on the basis that the injury was
caused by the actions of another guest, and,
while that guest may well be personally liable, it
would be unfair to transfer that burden to the
tour operator by making them responsible for the
actions of another customer. The Judge also
placed emphasis on the absence of previous
incidents which fed into the issue of foreseeabil-
ity, and the impracticability of precautions.
Although, from the brief report, it appears the
claimant was slightly intoxicated, this seems to
have had no causative potency.

Some courts in other jurisdictions have reached
the conclusion that, applying traditional princi-

ples, the duty of care (whether
in negligence or occupiers’
liability) can be shaped by a
neighbour’s intoxication. In the
Australian case of Lanahmede
Pty Ltd v Koch [2004] SASC
204, where the claimant, who
was not intoxicated, was
injured when a concrete

sleeper from an inadequately maintained wall fell
on him whilst intervening in an altercation
between a drunken work colleague and a fellow
patron at a hotel the South Australian Supreme
Court found for the claimant, using ordinary
principles of reasonable care in occupiers’ liability,
and concluded that:

‘The content of the duty of care must be
informed by the fact that patrons will,
from time to time, become affected by
liquor and may become subject to
aggressive, disorderly or offensive behav-
iour. The duty extends to taking steps to
ensure that reasonable precautions are
taken to ensure the safety from physical
harm of those who may become so
affected.’
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Contributory negligence

Defendants will usually raise a defence of
contributory negligence to claims by intoxicated
guests. Both Barrett and Brannan included
findings of significant contributory negligence
against the claimants (two-thirds contributory
negligence in Barrett and 75% contributory
negligence in Brannan reduced to 50% on
appeal). Courts continue to find it unappetising
to exonerate intoxicated claimants from the
consequences of their own actions, and those
representing claimants readily, and quite sensibly,
concede an element of contributory negligence
in principle. It can easily be seen from the
decisions considered above that contributory
negligence, for intoxicated claimants, can often
be high.

Causation

Intoxicated claimants often
face a significant hurdle to
establish that their injuries
were caused by the defen-
dants’ negligence. This is particularly so where
they are injured in cases where they claim that
supervision and warnings would have made a
difference to their plight. In Singh v Libra
Holidays Ltd [2003] EWHC 276 (QB) (unreported
but see TATLA Review of Cases, 2003, at
www.tlq.travel) , the claimant, who had been
heavily drinking, sustained serious injuries when
diving into the shallow end of a swimming pool.
His claim, based in part on a failure to supervise
the pool and to warn pool users of the risks of
injury, failed on causation. The claimant’s
evidence was that signs and warnings would not
have affected his decision to dive into the pool at
the shallow end, and that he had not seen any
signs. Signs had no bearing on his reaction. As to
supervision, Holland J was conscious of the diffi-
culties that a prominent visible ‘spoil sport’ would

present for a clientele of short-term boisterous
young holidaymakers under the influence of
alcohol. This goes to the practicability of precau-
tions, on a conventional analysis. It also
demonstrates that the courts are all too aware
that the intoxicated may pay less attention to
instructions and warnings given to them, and
that the absence of adequate supervision and
warnings may well have no causative potency. 

Other jurisdictions

The response in some other jurisdictions has been
legislative, and often firmly imposing liability on
alcohol servers for the actions of the intoxicated,
in what is commonly known as ‘dram shop’ legis-
lation. For a thorough analysis of the position in

Australia, see Orr, G. and Dale,
G. (2005), ‘Impaired
judgments? Alcohol server
liability and ‘personal responsi-
bility’ after Cole v South Tweed
Heads Rugby League Football
Club Ltd’ 13 Torts LJ 103 and
for a similar analysis of the

position in Canada and the federal and state
jurisdictions of the United States, see Fulbrook, J.
(2007), ‘Alcohol and Third Parties – “Dram Shop
Liability” And Beyond’ JPI Law 220.

Conclusion

The recent decisions of the appellate courts,
giving a clear lead that courts should pay more
respect to the principle of personal autonomy,
may well signal a reconsideration of the
approach to be taken to claims by intoxicated
persons against hotels and tour operators. There
is no sign of the judicial response in the United
Kingdom of moving towards the much more
claimant-friendly approach taken in other juris-
dictions, or of any appetite for legislative
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intervention. The answers to the questions posed
at the outset of this article may well be answered
differently today than they would have been a

decade ago when Brannan was decided.
Claimants are less likely to welcome the answers.
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